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Note by the Secretary

l. The attached letters from the AdministPator, FCDA,

with enclosure, are circulated for the informathon of the

Commission,

2. The attachments have been referred to Ehe Special

Assistant to the General Manager for Liaison,
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FEDERAL CIVI.i DEFENSE ADMINIS TRATION

WASHINGTON

OFFICE OF
THE ADMINISTRATOR

Febru

Honorable Lewis L. Strauss
Cnoairman
Atomic Energy Commission
washington 25, D.C,

Dear Admiral Strauss: é

If for any reason your efforts to make the 
available to the American people do not meet with
hope they will, I submit in writing the proposal

 

ry 10, 1955

fallout data
Buccess, as we
ich I discussed

with you personally the other day in Arthur Fleming's office.

Should your efforts fail, I suggest that w
GQirection expeditiously.

Sincerely,

/s/ Val Peterson

Val Peterson

move in this
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Dear Admiral Strauss: Valder Dv

The recent decision not to reTtease your s
av this time leaves State and locai Civil Defensa
any planning base for protective measures. Many
appeared in the press, purporting to give the dai
seriously affected areas, but ranging from obse
miles radiation was not fatal to the Japanese fis
predictions of death and uninhabitable areas man
miles from the detonation of a thermonuclear wea
increasingly difficult to justify our fatlure to
and local Civil Defense planners official data wh
give the order of magnitude of the fallout effect
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tement on fallout
officials lacking
tories have
nSions of the
tions that at 80
ermen, to dire
hundreds of
m. I find it
urnish to State
ch will at least

deserves
ivil Defense Act
nse rests with
civil defense
be built upon

Mayors and local
deral Government
nt convincing
cannot compel

There is one point of some importance whic
attention in this connection, Under the Federal
of 1950, the primary responsibility for civil def
the States and their political subdivisions. The
program, unlike our military defense program, mus
the willingness of State Governors, legislatures,
legislative bodies to support it. If we in the F
are to provide effective leadership, we must pres
facts to the leaders in the States and cities; we
their support.

While I appreciate the delicacy involved i
situation, and have no desire to argue the point,
may be possible to find a vehicle for the release
without the dramatic impact that it was feared yo
have had around the world.

the international
I feel that it
of essential data
r statement mignt

There is attached a copy of the FCDA Advis
was prepared to be released, with the concurrence
time your statement was released. Your people ar
with this and have concurred in its contents. I
ask officially that the classification be removed
therein now considered RESTRICTED, in order that i
to State and local Civil Defense officials.

ry Bulletin which
of the AEC, at the
already familiar
writing now to
rom any data
may be circulated

If the Commission agrees to such declassif
statement Would be distributed, without any accom
release, in the normal manner. I appreciate that
such a bulletin will probably be released to the
1t would not attract nearly the concentrated atte
be accorded a national release. Furthermore, aga

ation, the
nying press
he contents of
ess locally, but
ion that would
st the dangers
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of such disclosure, we must weigh the fact that these data have
been available for nearly a year, and the U. S. Government has
Gone nothing to advise the American people as tofthe dimensions of
the problem.

  

   

  

   
  

 
In view of recent events and decisions, y

consult the Operations Coordinating Board or the
Council with respect to my request. If 80, I sh
being advised so that I may participate in any d
matter,

may wish to
ational Security
1d appreciate
cussion of the

hetic views and
or accomplishing
effects abroad.

I am, of course, fully aware of your sym
hope that we may find in this proposal a vehicle
our mutual objective, while minimizing any untow

Sincerely,

/s/ Val Peterso

Val Peterson

Enclosure
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DRAFT

ADVISORY BUWLLETIN NO,

{DATE )

TO: STATE AND LOCAL CIVIL DEFENSE DIRECTORS

SUBJECT: RESIDUAL RADIATION IN RELATION TO CIVILIDEFENSE

I. Purpose

The purpose of this Advisory Bulletin is qo revise Advisory

      

  
  
  
  
  
    
  
   

   

  
    

 
Bulletin No. 72, issued in 1951, to summarize information on

residual radiation with particular reference to llout, and to

state interim FCDA policy recommendations in re to civil

defense plans and operations.

II. General Statement

Recent developments in nuclear weapons ha increased the

probability that serious amounts of radiation fr fallout may be

experienced in addition to the blast and thermal Effects. Previous

civil defense thinking and planning will not havelto be abandoned,

but rather must be re-evaluated, broadened, and tensified. Civil

defense preparations must continue to contemplateJinitial radiation

problems, the smaller weapons, non-contaminating pursts, detona-

tions with little or no warning time and all of t other problems

which have previously confronted planners. The increased atten-

tion to fallout, which is by no means a new probl (see "Effects

of Atomic Weapons", 1950, Chapter VIII), re-emphadizes the fact

that civil defense must provide a vartety of specified operational

capabilities to meet a variety of situations,

III. Discussion

Initial radiation (the gamma rays and neutyions released

instantaneously with the explosion) produced by a Barge nuclear

weapon detonated on or near the ground does not present a serious

nazard beyond the area where heat and blast are off greater concern.
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Residual radiation, however, from such a getonation may be

expected to affect very large areas for @ considdrable period of

time. Fallout is the phenomenon responsible forlthe major part of

the residual radiation hazard,

A. Description of Fallout

The term "fallout" is used to describe thal radioactive

particles produced by a nuclear detonation when they fall back

upon the earth from the upper air. It is compose—t of fission

troducts, particles of the bomb itself, substance made radioactive

by neutrons, and material from the surface of thefearth carried

aloft by the explosion. In the case of an air bufst, where the

fireball does not come into contact with the earth, the radioactive

products of the detonation are carried high into fhe atmosphere

as very smell particles and are scattered widely the winds.

The great bulk of this material will undergo radidective decay be-

fore the particles have fallen to the earth. Whe, however, the

detonation is such that the fireball rests upon t ground, great

amounts of earth are drawn into the rapidly rising fireball

resulting in coarse, highly radioactive particles PWhich tend to

fall rapidly while being carried along by the wind

The cloud of a thermonuclear explosion risek rapidly to the

highest levels of the atmosphere and spreads over fundreds of square

miles in the firet hours. During this time the pafticles are being

acted upon by the winds, including those up to 60,800 or 80,000

feet, which may vary greatly in direction and velogity at

different heights. Particle size will affect the te of fall, and

as the material descends through the rain cloud bedring levels the

fallout may be slightly accelerated by rain or sno

For a considerable distance around the point of detonation,

radioactive particles will be distributed up-wind d cross-wind,

as well as down-wind. The actual distance to which] this close-in

OEARCHIVES
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contamination will extend depends on the yield off the weapon, and
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may be expected to cover at least the area boundeR by the outer

bably be of a

  
   

  
  
   
   
   

  
  
   
    

 

  

limits of the D-ring of >iast damage. It will p

high degree of radioactivity.

Outside the zone of close-in contamination] radioactive

fallout can be expected to occur progressively inj the direction

of the effective wind over a number of hours and Bver an area of

@ great many square miles. The radioactive material may or may

not be visible but can be detected with radiologifal monitoring

instruments. Falling dust or ash, if visible, will most likely be

radioactive,

The intensity of the radioactivity is very high immediately

after the burst, but "decays" or diminishes rapidly. Therefore,

since not much time will have elapsed, the partidles reaching the

ground near the burst will be very highly radioadtive while those

which are carried a long distance will have lost Pmuch of their

radioactivity before they alight.

The fallout material on the ground, of cotirse, continues

its radioactive decay. After 24 hours the rate @f radiation per

hour based on the decay rate formula given in "Tie Effects of

Atomic Weapons", published by the U.S. Atomic En@rgy Commission,

September 1950, 1s about 2% of the rate at one h@ur after the

burst. This may still bevery dangerous at somefpoints, however.

B. Energy Range of Residual Radiation

Radiation emitted from fallout is of a vorer penetrating

power than the initial radiation produced at theftime of bomb

detonation. Therefore, the effectiveness of @ given thichness of

shielding will be greater for residual than for [nitiel nuclear

radiation.
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C. Dose - Effect Relationship  
Civil defense operations will always be ca

tne philosophy of the letct possible radiation ex

with the mission. The greatest possible protecti

goal of all facilities and procedures for the pub

orientation and quick reference the following sta

paraphrased from "Health and Special Weapons Defe

cublished by FCDA in 1950 and from “Emergency Exp

Radiation”, T.B, 11-1, published by FCDA in 1952.

roentgens of whole body exposure to gamma rays ov

of time will not result in obvious injury. Doses

will produce nausea and vomiting in some individ

seriously affect the working efficiency of a grou

would probably prove fatal to some 50% of people

or more would probably be fatal. Somewhat larger

required to produce a given effect if the radiatic

over several days or in intermittent exposures.

D. Probability of Extensive Radiological Cc
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will be the

ic, For

ments will be

e", A.C. ll-l

ures to Nuclear

Less than 25

a brief space

f about 100r

s but will not

About hoor

600rexposed.

Hoses are

n is received

ntamina tion 
Radiological contamination, although in no

to high-yield thermonuclear detonations, does bec

major concern when @ large weapon of the type use

Pacific tests is exploded near the ground. The f

radioactive materials from such an explosion may,

circumstances, settle over wide areas far removed

of detonation,

E. Distances and Areas

The areas seriously affected by heat and b

ense exclusive

e a@ matter of

in the 1954

lout of

under certain

from the point

 
st of a

thermonuclear weapon are large, but are small indekd compared to the

area of residual radiation hazard produced by fal

the many uncertainties, especially wird direction

ut. Because of

nd speed at
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different heights, it is impossible to apply a@ single fallout

pattern to all detonations, The area of signif icdnt contamination

will be largely dependen: upon the yield of the bé@mb. Its

location, with regard to ground zero, and its widih and length,

will be determined by the resultant direction andivelocity of the

winds at various heights and distances. In generg@l terms it will

be an elongated cigar-shaped area extending "downwind" from the

point of burst.  
   
  
  

 

   
  

   
  
  
  

   

It i8 obvious that dimensions depend upon Bo many

uncertainties as to preclude precise predictions.| Realistic

assumptions, however, based on experimental data From the Pacific

Proving Grounds provide an adequate basis for civil defense plan-

ning for operational preparedness.

The thermonuclear bomb fired at the Bikin¥ Atoll on March

1, 1954, resulted in an area of contamination (1@0 roentgens or

more cumulative dose 24-48 hours after the detonation) of nearly

14,000 square miles with the heaviest concentratJon falling on

the central portion of the ellipse extending som@ distance from

the point of burst. Some of the early fallout fgom this explosion

occurred in the form of a fine dust which lookedJlike snow. On

the inhabited islandgabout 170 miles down-wind,Jthe fallout began

about eight hours after the detonation and contigued for several

hours,

On the basis of gamma dose radiation effeBt, the March 1,

1954 explosion heavily contaminated (500 roentgehhs or more

cumulative dose 24-48 hours after the detonation) an area

extending approximately 160 miles down-wind and bp to 40 miles in

width. On the same basis and with the assumptidh of no shelter or

other protective measures, it has been estimated that in a down-

Wind belt about 140 miles long and up to 20 milds wide the

residual radiation would have been fatal to neawly all persons

8 DOE ARCHIVES
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remaining,there for 24-48 hours; and that at abc

radiation would have been fatal to &bout 5 to 10

people poolat, Ayprrwed '

Thus about 7,000 square miles of territo

so severely contaminated that survival would dep

Prompt protective measures. Beyond a point abouk

distant it ig unlikely that any radiation deaths

cecurred,  
Fortunately, adequate protection against

is usually found in and around American cities,

ut 190 miles the

percent of the

would have been

nd upon the most

220 miles

would have

angerous fallout

nd if proper

precautions are taken to avoid exposure, as indidated below,

casualties from radiation can be reduced to very|small numbers.

IV. Summary Conclusions for Civil Defense

A, Early protective action is vitally impdrtant since the

dosage a person completely exposed might receive fin the first few

hours after fallout has started will exceed that khich the same

person would receive over the rest of a@ week spe

location.

in the same

B, In an area surrounding ground zero and fin a much larger

area in the direction of the effective wind, radiktion intensities

may be so high that most civil defense activities§{ will have to be

postponed or conducted with great caution. Dange

determined by radiological monitoring techniques

decisions must be made with serious regard to the

situation,

Cc. The threat to many rural areas, especia

which are on the prevalent down-wind side (usuall

large target cities, necessitates extensive civil

preparetions.

D. Civil Defense organizations must vastly

capability of radiological defense services, part:

monitoring,

areas must be

nd civil defense

radiological

Lly to those

r eastward) of

defense

increase the

cularly
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E, Operational plans for services such asfengineering, fire,

Police, rescue and wardens must provide flexibillty and

versatility. The radiation situation may requir@ that personnel

of such services for a time perform duties otherfthan those for
   

 

  
   
  
   

 

  
   
  
    

  

  
  
  
  

  
  

 
which they &re primarily trained, or may deny tha performance of

those duties.

F. The term "shelter" as distinguished frdm "cover" is used

to mean construction which is sufficient to affo substantial

protection to persons within it, from blast, the 1 effects, and

initial and residual radiation. "Cover" refers structures which

will offer protection from radioactive fallout, yond the range of

other effects.

G. Since fallout progresses over & considefPable period of

time and its path can usually be predicted within] broad limits, in

contrast with the almost instantaneous blast and fhermal effects,

eivil defense countermeasures can be adjusted to fhe developing

situation and thereby greatly increase survival clances.

H. Any evacuation plan to avoid the blast g@nd thermal effects

must take into account the availability of shelteg or cover, the

speed of movement which can be achieved and the pdssibility of

identifying areas of relative safety with reasonatle accuracy.

Beyond the probable range of blast and thermal effects, the

emphasis should be placed on advising people to seek the most

effective cover available (see para V. B 2) and td remain there

until the radiation outside has fallen to safe le is.

I. People must be informed concerning the ture of the

danger and the measures which they can take, inclufling personal

Gecontamination. Standing tnstructions must be prgpared and

4ssned by civil defense officials establishing thel procedures

which are to be carried out,
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J. Since the radioactivity will decay at

 

   
   
  
   

 

  
    
  
   
  
  
  
  
   
  
     

  

 high initial

rate, it is possible that vital civil defense opprations may be

undertaken even within the first few days witho Serious over-

exposure of personnel. This is especially true Ef they can be

used in relays. They should, of course, be carefully monitored

when thus exposed.

Vv. Recommendations with Respect to Residual

radiation hazard, The guidance provided herein js based on

information currently available. Improved knowlddge of phenomena,

cover or shelter, and other factors will require

these policies from time to time, In each insta

will have to be made between evacuation, shelter for some combina-

tion of the two. Warning time, distance to a reIAtively safe area

and the existence of reception facilities will bal prime considera-

tions, The possibility of moving into the fallout. area from

another target must be also considered in making decision.

Because larger areas will be involved, tha problems of

communication, warning and transportation become creasingly

complex, Since operating decisions may of necessiity be made on the

basis of a large area analysis, they become increBRsingly impcertant.

Methods used by meteorologists for plott wind vectors

can be applied to the prediction of fallout pattefPns. FCDA Advisory

Bulletin No, 178, tssued in November 1954, contaifhs a method

suggested by the U.S. Weather Bureau. These methpbds will permit a

rough but useful approximation of the probable difPection of falio.*

and give some indication as to the area of contampnation. Improve‘

and faster methods of deriving this pattern and mpans of testing

their reliability for civil defense purposes are der study.

DOE ARCHIVES
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Intensities of radiation within such areas may be assumed to be

least on the edges and greatest toward the cente#, but actual

levels will have to be determined by radiological] monitoring.

The following principles should be borne $n mind in

developing civil defense plans:

A. Evacuation     
   
  
  
  
   

  
  

  

  
  

  
  

   
  
  

  

 

Advisory Bulletin No. 158 and Supplement . il, indicate

that the feasibility of evacuation is for city dekermination and

recommend that each city study its own problems d develop

evacuation plans in accordance with certain princkEples which are

delineated. Megaton range weapons with their grehter blast and

thermal damage areas emphasize theinitial objective of evacuation

which is to escape these effects, Residual radiafion hazards from

fallout may be avoided to a considerable degree b¥ the extension

of the basic principles of evacuation planning, combination

with the location and designation of shelter and dover,

The following principles are recommended f@r consideration

in adapting evacuation plans to the fallout threaq:

1. The fallout prediction plot will be useful in determining

the general direction and distance to move. More Bccurate predic-

tion and quantitative appraisal will be possible a result of

continued meteorological analysis of data on hand Bnd new data as

they are obteined, Since any prediction is susceptible to error,

however, post-attack actions which depend on freedbm from radiation

hazards should generally be initiated only on the sis of

radiological monitoring results.

2. Several or year-round average data on wid directions

including high-level winds may be obtained from weg@ther stations

and will be useful in locating permanent installatfions, such 4s

control centers. These date, however, should not fe used to

determine the direction of movement of people.
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3. From the standpoint of evacuation, falfout may impose

   
   
  
   
   
   

 

   
  
  
  

   

 

  
  
  
  
   

  

 

  

 
hazards or calculated risks in the use of certaig’ routes and areas.

What the Civil Defense Director will be able to do will depend on

his ability to successfully take into account fadtors such as

available warning time, availability of weather Jnformation,

aceuracy of predicted fallout patterns, size of gopulation to be

moved, geography of the city (including traffic Janes and natural

cb>structions) and location of other target citied with reference

to evacuation routes,

4, It is essential that communications be dntained so

that the public can be continually informed regamiing the developing

situation and of civil defense activities. It be impossible to

direct and control their movement in @ direction Which to them

seems to be downwind, unless by means of constant] communication they

a@re assured that the plan is giving them the best] opportunity to

survive.

5. Evacuation plans should stress the greatest possible

flexibility and mobility. It is recognized that Planning in

certain functional areas requires the pre-selectiion of locations

such as transportation centers and welfare reception areas. Since

the use of these locations may be seriously threa—ened because of

radiological contamination, such services must achieve flexibility

either by increasing the numbers of such locationB, by improving

the ability to operate from alternative sites, org by providing

protection from fallout at the site.

6. Traffic engineering studies and specif (alternate if

possible) plans should receive early considerati and continuing

review.

7. Routing should be selected with referenmbe to the

availability of cover enroute and at destination.| Plans must not

result in concentrating large numbers of people ifh areas where no

DOE ARCHIVES
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cover of any kind is available or c&an be provid   
  
  
  
  

  
  
  
  
  
  

   

 

  
  
  
  

    

  

   

 
unless rapid

secondary movement is feasible. A Weighing of rplative risks may

suggest the selection of destinations for evacueks in areas where

some fallout is probable rather than to attempt more radical

movement in the hopes of escaping the pattern completely. This

consideration would be especially valid in populipus areas where

there is danger of overlapping fallout patterns,

B. Shelter and Cover
 

1. Programs for the construction of home fhelter and the

selection and marking of shelter areas as outlingd in T™ 5-1,

™ 5-5 ("Shelter from Atomic Attack" - Part 1, agd "Home Shelter

for Family Protection”) should be completed espedially in target

areas, along escape routes, and within satellitefcommunities. In

the event that warning is insufficient to permit

lives can be saved by taking shelter and by util

decontamination measures until such time as pers

area. The shelter program is no longer a city a reception area

program; it i8 a general program since almost nofArea is free from

some threat from fallout contamination.

e. Beyond the range of probable blast and thermal effects,

such “cover” as is available should be used. Tha best protection

from residual radiation is that which places the bccupants farthest

removed from the fallout particles on the ground nd roofs of

buildings and which places the greatest amount off dense material

between the occupants and the radioactive materi Examples are

basements of homes, lower floors, of barns which y have thick

stone or masonry walls, cyclone cellars, caves, ahd tunnels,

Within each the most protected area or spaces shobld be designate3.

Test data indicate that the radiation level. indoors on the

first floor of an ordinary frame house would be about one-half the

level out of doors. Greater protection would be @fforded by A brick

wy DOE ARCHIVES
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or stone house, and the basement of an average 1

reduce the exposure to about one-tenth. It has

shelter in an old-fashicned cyclone cellar, witht 
earth three feet thick, would reduce the radiat

1/5000.

3, Adequate food and water should be sto

sanitation me&sures taken to permit shelter oce

To the extent that concentration of evac

In the i

cays,

sanitation problems will be magnified.

however, it should be noted that people may emer

basement for a few minutes at a time without app

increasing the hazard, Precautions should be ta

possibility of contaminated material getting int

area. Surface sources of drinking water, reserv

distribution system should be repeatedly checked

radiological contamination and other pollution.

C. Operations
1. The greatly increased probability of a

radiation hazard makes it necessary that all civ

Raa

aves

esidence would

been stated that

& covering of

nm dose to about

ed and proper

ancy for several

es is necessery

dividual home,

e from the

eciably

en to reduce the

the protected

{i and the

for serious

 erious residual

defense programs

be re-evaluated and that necessary changes in operational plans be

made. For the purpose of preliminary planning, may be assumed

that a city struck by a high-yield weapon will hafPe & serious

radiological problem within the "D" ring of blastIdamage and that

continuing monitoring will be necessary to provid# information for

operational guidance,

2, Certain fixed operational sites, such a# assembly areas

and communications centers must be given special

consideration if operations at that location are

necessity.

3. Decontamination may be required for cer

facilities such as communications centers, water

-15-
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 cess or exit

routes; and for certain essential equipment suc} as fire fighting

apparatus and ambulances. The principles invol¥ed are discussed

in "Radiological Decontamination in Civil Defende TM 11-6" but

much needs to be done in developing more adequate methods.

4, Radiological contamination of the clofhing, hair or skin

is of particular importance because of the greater contribution to

the total dose by beta radiation, Where there reason to believe

that personal contamination has occurred, the clbthing should be

removed and the exposed parts of the body should] be thoroughly

washed, Unless there has been exposure to serious contamination,

it may not be necessary to destroy the clothing Bince in most cases

it could almost invariably be rendered safe by lfundering or by

simply waiting for natural radioactive decay,

5. Radiological contamination of large aras would reduce

the availability of local resources and facilitids for civil

defense operations, with heavier demands placed qn outside support.

These demands may be complicated by increased numbers of evacuees,

Recovery, testing, rehabilitation and decontamingtion of supplies

and equipment will become an immediate and param t problem.

E. Education

In order to insure the greatest possible vings of life

through proper protective action by the general blic considerable

emphasis should be placed on the public civil defense educaticr.

program, As much ss possible should be accomplished in the pre-

attack period so that the necessary civil defense] instructions

given during the attack and immediate post-attackl periods will be

understood and willingly obeyed.

It is suggested that the public informeti program stress

the effectiveness of the counter measures which have been developfe:.

Though radioactive ccntamination as a threat has feen given little
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emphasis in the past, it is now becoming @ more Important factor 
and should be presented to the public in balance fwith the other

threats of enemy attack. Compared with the blasf and thermal

effects the fallout problem is more manageable. mong important

civil defense instructions to the public are tho involving:

1. The choice of the best cover and the mdst protected

locations in structures with regard to radiation Bhielding.

2. Personnel decontamination by removing least the outer

clothing and washing the exposed parts of the b .

3. The possible necessity of remaining in Bhelter or cover

for many hours or for several days.

4, The importance of avoiding exposure by Bpending a

minimum of time away from the most protected locafion.

5. The desirability of maintaining in or near the shelter

or cover & means of receiving official civil defefise instructions

from the outside,

VI. RECISSION

Advisory Bulletin 72, dated September 26, 951, is hereby

rescinded.

DOE ARCHIVES
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